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Abbreviations:
CO2:

Carbon Dioxide

CTRL:

Control group that is NOT training

EMG:

Electromyography

sEMG:

Surface Electromyography

dEMG:

Decomposition Electromyography (specifically referring to the decomposition of
surface EMG acquired via a specialized Delsys sEMG sensor)

HIIT:

High-Intensity Interval Training

HR:

Heart Rate

MN:

Motor Neuron

MU:

Motor Unit (Motor neuron and all the fibres it innervates)

MUAP:

Motor Unit Action Potential

MVC:

Maximum Voluntary Contraction

O2:

Oxygen

POT:

Potentiated Twitch (A twitch elicited <5 seconds after a contraction)

Qtw:

Twitch response from the Quadriceps muscle group

SIT:

Sprint Interval Training
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TR:

Sprint Interval Training group

%VA:

Percent Voluntary Activation or the portion of the motor unit pool activated during a
voluntary contraction
%VA= (1- [superimposed twitch/potentiated twitch]) x 100

VL:

Vastus Lateralis

VCO2:

Volume of carbon dioxide expelled from the body measured in milliliters of carbon
dioxide per minute (measured at the mouth)

VO2:

Volume of oxygen utilized by the body measured in milliliters of oxygen per minute.
(measured at the mouth)

VO2max:

Maximum amount of oxygen that body is able to utilize during maximal exercise
also measured in milliliters of oxygen per kilogram of body weight per minute.
(measured at the mouth)
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Thesis Overview
The main purpose of this thesis was to determine whether neuromuscular adaptations
accompany performance improvements (i.e., peak speed, average speed, maximal contraction
strength) seen previously with sprint interval training (SIT). The project was designed to assess
acute neuromuscular adaptations after just one SIT session (fatigue), as well as the effects of a 3week SIT training intervention. We assessed training adaptations after only 3 weeks because
neural adaptations are thought to occur in the very early stages of training (<6 weeks). We
hypothesized that 3 weeks of training would reduce neuromuscular fatigue associated with a
single bout of SIT training. This study was designed with four neuromuscular testing time
points, including: 1) Pre-training/Pre-fatigue, 2) Pre-training/Post-fatigue, 3) Post-training/Prefatigue, and 4) Post-training/Post-fatigue. These time points were completed by both a training
group as well as a control group (control group did not train). Decomposition electromyography
(dEMG) was used to assess motor unit firing behaviour of the vastus lateralis muscle and
isometric knee extension force was used to quantify neuromuscular function. SIT training was a
progressive protocol of all-out sprints completed on a HiTrainer treadmill completed 3x/wk for
three weeks. The major findings of this study were that one sprint interval training session
induces neuromuscular fatigue through predominantly peripheral mechanisms.Three weeks of
SIT led to fatigue resistance of the knee extensors as measured by maximal voluntary
contraction; but 3 weeks of SIT does not elicit an improvement in maximal force-producing
capacity of the knee extensors, or changes in vastus lateralis motor unit firing behavior during
submaximal contractions. Aerobic and anaerobic performance enhancements post training could
be due to metabolic rather than neuromuscular adaptations.
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Chapter 1: Literature Review
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Sprint Interval Training
Sprint interval training (SIT) is a popular and time efficient exercise program that offers
favourable adaptations with minimal time commitment. SIT is an exercise regimen in which “all
out” efforts are given for 10-30 seconds with set periods of rest in between each effort. SIT is
traditionally four 30-s exercise bouts with 4 minutes of rest in between. The 30 second exercise
interval has been known to achieve favourable performance outcomes similar to moderate
intensity continuous exercise . The benefits of SIT are clear and comparable to endurance
training, but what makes it more practical is the drastic reduction in exercise time (≤ 2 minutes)
as compared to other training modalities (≥30 minutes) (Gillen et al., 2016). Most studies have
focused on the metabolic and enzymatic changes associated with this training technique. SIT is
associated with increased in glycolytic enzymes (mainly phosphofructokinase) (Roberts et al.,
1982), sodium-potassium-ATPase concentration (McKenna et al., 1993), mitochondrial
biogenesis (Gibala, 2009), VO2max (Hazell et al., 2010), and relative peak power output (Hazell
et al., 2010). All these adaptations lead to a significant improvement in sprint performance.
Limited research has examined the effect of this type of training (SIT) on the neuromuscular
system, which could be greatly involved in the increases in sprint performance (Martinez-Valdes
et al., 2017; O'Leary et al., 2017). The possibility exists that the performance improvements
associated with SIT occur from adaptations originating in the neuromuscular system. Some
studies have looked at the neuromuscular adaptations associated with high-intensity interval
training (HIIT) which differs from SIT in that the intensity of the working bouts is less than
100% VO2max (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017; O'Leary et al., 2017), but limited research has
looked at the neuromuscular effects associated with SIT (Lewis et al., 2017). Acute cycling HIIT
sessions have demonstrated a decrease in maximal voluntary knee extensor force production
7

after cycling bouts which was attributed mainly to peripheral fatigue (Girard et al., 2013).
Similarly cycling SIT induced neuromuscular fatigue, but after two weeks of SIT no measurable
neuromuscular adaptations occurred, however a 10% improvement was seen in the 10km time
trial post training (Lewis et al., 2017). Cycling SIT differs from running SIT because it is
performed on a bike with a set resistance relative to body weight; therefore requiring activation
primarily from the knee extensors. It’s clear that one SIT session will induce fatigue (Goodall et
al., 2015), but the chronic (> 2 weeks) effects of SIT on fatigue and the neuromuscular (NM)
system are still unknown. Understanding the neuromuscular changes associated with one session
of SIT as well as multiple sessions of SIT will provide further insight into adaptations associated
with this new training technique.

Neuromuscular System and Training
Neural control of muscle adapts with training (especially resistance training), with a
change being more prominent with continuous training. The delayed peripheral adaptation with
an improved performance early in a training program led to the proposition of neural adaptations
(Sale, 1988). Neural adaptation to training refers to any adaptation that occurs at the level of the
brain or spinal cord that affects the function and performance of muscle. Most studies have
focused on the effects of resistance and endurance training on the neuromuscular system and
report adjustments primarily at the level of the spinal motor neuron (Taipale et al., 2013). While
it’s well established that cardiovascular and metabolic adaptations occur with SIT,
neuromuscular adaptations are poorly understood. Understanding how the neuromuscular system
adapts to SIT provides a better picture of the anaerobic performance improvements seen with
SIT.
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In order to measure the neuromuscular adaptations associated with SIT, it’s important to
be able to assess the neuromuscular system objectively. One method of assessing or measuring
neuromuscular activity is through the recordings of motor units through electromyography
(EMG). The motor unit (MU) is comprised of the spinal motor neuron and all the muscle fibers it
innervates. Studies assess motor unit firing rates (MUFRs) using either intramuscular EMG
(imEMG), or surface decomposition EMG (dEMG). imEMG is the gold standard for motor unit
tracking over time because of its ability to pick up individual units that can be tracked and sorted
overtime. Unfortunately at high forces tracking multiple motor units at once becomes
cumbersome and almost impossible due to the interference pattern that is generated by the
different MUs firing at once. Another disadvantage of imEMG is the small pick up or recording
area which may not be an accurate representation of the whole muscle. Additionally, once
imEMG wires are removed from the recording site, it is impossible to record from the same MUs
again making imEMG not favorable for any repeated measures study that requires recordings
over different sessions. In contrast, decomposition EMG (using a special 5-pin surface EMG
sensor) is a useful and effective tool to assess a large sample of MUs over multiple sessions.
While the technique cannot track the exact same sample of motor units over multiple sessions, it
can decompose up to 60 MUs per recording into individual motor unit action potential trains
(MUAPT) making it far more robust than imEMG at gathering firing rates from many different
MUs. The decomposition algorithm has been validated using imEMG recordings and boasts up
to 99% accuracy (De Luca et al., 2006; Nawab et al., 2008). Although very accurate, dEMG is
limited by many factors. For example, the recorded contractions must be isometric and
trapezoidal in nature (with constraints on the contraction/relaxation rate and duration of plateau),
signal decomposition requires very low impedance which is difficult to achieve even with
9

rigorous skin preparation and electrode adherence, and the software cannot track the same MUs
over multiple contractions. Although limited in its application due to some of the aforementioned
constraints, dEMG is a useful tool for assessing the firing rates of many motor units and can
provide insight into firing rate changes over many sessions.

Assessing Adaptations
Neuromuscular adaptations can occur anywhere in the nervous system from brain down
to muscle. For the purpose of this review, any adaptations that occur distal to the neuromuscular
junction will be referred to as peripheral adaptations, and adaptations that originate proximal to
the neuromuscular junction will be referred to as central adaptations. Peripheral adaptations refer
to contractile changes of the individual muscle fibres and can be assessed using peripheral nerve
stimulation. Central adaptations refer to changes in MUFR, or voluntary activation of muscle and
can be assessed by measuring them before and after an intervention. MUFR will differ in
different motor units, smaller MUs have higher firing rates than larger MUs; and since not all
units are recruited at the same time during a ramping contraction it is important to distinguish
how both types of units will adapt to a certain stimulus (i.e., training, or fatigue). When assessing
how MUFRs adapt it is beneficial to divide the pool of units collected into low and high
threshold units. It’s possible that the adaptation can occur to units that are recruited either early
on in the isometric contraction (low-threshold units) or ones that are recruited later (high
threshold units). Larger units are recruited later in the ramping of force as units are recruited
according to hennenmans size principle.
Peripheral
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Peripheral fatigue is fatigue produced by changes at ordistal to the neuromuscular
junction (Gandevia, 2001). Peripheral fatigue can be assessed using supramaximal nerve
stimulation (used to stimulate the muscle of interest). Supramaximal stimulation produces a
reproducible and consistent compound muscle action potential (CMAP). The CMAP is recorded
from a muscle of interest using surface EMG. The CMAP represents a single simultaneous
depolarization of the entire motor unit pool and therefore all muscle fibres within the pick-up
area of the surface electrode. Changes in the maximal CMAP reflect changes in peripheral
transmission from the site of stimulation to the site of recording, and not changes in the central
drive to muscle. Therefore, in order to isolate neuromuscular adaptations to the central nervous
system, EMG recordings should be normalized to the CMAP. Without normalizing EMG
recordings to the CMAP, it cannot be postulated that any training increases neural drive even
with an increase in EMG amplitude (Gandevia, 2001). There are many peripheral factors that can
influence neuromuscular transmission, in turn affecting the EMG signal; including, changes in
muscle fibre size, changes in resting membrane potential, and sarcolemmal function (e.g.,
conduction of the action potential affected by ions concentrations in the intracellular
fluid/extracellular fluid) (Sejersted & Sjøgaard, 2000) all play a role in the fibre’s ability to
generate a single action potential. For example, a reduction in membrane potential (due to excess
potassium efflux) leads to a decline in twitch amplitude (force production) (Westerblad &
Lannergren, 1986).
Muscle contractile properties can be assessed using peripheral nerve stimulation. Some of
the contractile properties that can be assessed from a single twitch include: time to peak tension,
half relaxation time, and twitch amplitude. These contractile properties help us better understand
how muscle function changes with training and fatigue. Strenuous high intensity exercise, is
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accompanied by an increase in free floating H+ ions, leading to a decreased pH around the
muscle. The decreased pH can negatively affect different receptors involved in the excitation
contraction coupling. For example, a decreased pH around the ryanodine receptor can decrease
the duration and frequency of which the channel is open (from sarcoplasmic reticulum to
cytosol) (Ma et al., 1988), which in turn could mean that a reduction in the channel opening
could lead to a decrease in calcium influx with stimulation. However, the lack of calcium
availability does not seem to be the issue, rather the decreased pH is what leads to the decrease in
twitch force. In the presence of acidosis, increased calcium levels are required to initiate a
contraction. Even in the presence of optimum calcium levels, there is still an observed reduction
in twitch force associated with decreased pH (Bolitho Donaldson et al., 1978; Fabiato & Fabiato,
1978). All the aforementioned issues arising from increased acidity around the muscle could all
lead to a decrease in sarcolemmal conduction velocity (Bigland-Ritchie & Woods, 1984), as well
as decreased excitatory state of the muscle (impaired excitation/contraction coupling) due to
fatigue (Edwards et al., 1977).Therefore, twitch contraction speed is increased and amplitude is
reduced with acute intense muscular fatigue.
Central
Central fatigue refers to a progressive reduction in voluntary activation of muscle during
exercise (Gandevia, 2001). The interpolated twitch technique (Dowling et al., 1994) is a useful
tool to assess central fatigue. The technique involves supramaximal nerve stimulation in the first
seconds of a maximal contraction (producing a superimposed twitch). Following the contraction
(<5 seconds), another supramaximal stimulation is delivered producing a potentiated twitch.
Both the superimposed twitch and potentiated twitch are used in the following equation to
produce a percentage of voluntary activation of muscle: %VA= (1- [superimposed
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twitch/potentiated twitch]) x 100. A value of 100% would indicate no superimposed twitch
occurred, and full voluntary activation of muscle occurred. However, in most studies voluntary
activation of unfatigued muscle is around 90-95% (depending on the muscle group) (Gabriel et
al., 2006). There is no real explanation for why humans are unable to achieve 100% voluntary
activation; it’s possible that the 5-10% window is a safety mechanism within the body caused by
inhibition from 1b afferents to limit force production to protect the integrity of the joint (Gabriel
et al., 2006).

Possible Neural Adaptations
Neural adaptations to training can improve coordination / speed of muscle contraction,
reduce muscular fatigue, or to help achieve full activation of muscle (Gabriel et al., 2006). The
adaptations can occur to improve performance from baseline measures, or it can reduce the
effects of fatigue measured at baseline, where an improvement in performance can be seen via a
reduced effect of fatigue. Neuromuscular fatigue whether it be mediated through central or
peripheral mechanisms leads to a suboptimal muscular output.
The assessment and quantification of voluntary activation (VA) and fatigue were first
introduced in the early 20th century (Cobb & Forbes, 1923). Modern technological improvements
in electromyography (EMG), allow researchers to accurately trace motor unit firing rates
(MUFRs) during sustained maximal and/or submaximal contractions. Sustaining a maximal
contraction will lead to fatigue and in turn a decline in MUFRs (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1983;
Peters & Fuglevand, 1999; Rubinstein & Kamen, 2005). The decline in MUFR is attributed to
either a decrease in excitatory input (sensory 1a facilitation) to the active motor neurons, or an
increased inhibition from group III and IV muscle afferents (Woods et al., 1987). Unlike
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maximal contractions, during sustained submaximal contractions rate coding as well as MU
recruitment help drive muscle to allow for maintenance of force output with the onset of fatigue
(Maton & Gamet, 1989; Garland et al., 1994; Carpentier et al., 2001; Adam & De Luca, 2005).
The decline in maximal force after exercise is both central and peripheral in nature (Perrey et al.,
2010; Thomas et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2016). “All-out” repeated cycle (Girard et al., 2013)
and running (Goodall et al., 2015) sprints induce prolonged central and peripheral fatigue, where
peripheral fatigue is driven predominantly by the intensity of exercise (as opposed to duration)
(Thomas et al., 2016). Clearly the nature of fatigue is dependent on the type of fatiguing
protocol (exercise), as well as the duration of exercise.
Motor unit synchronization is thought to occur as an adaptation to any sort of training
that involves specific targeted movements that are performed repetitively (Semmler &
Nordstrom, 1998). Motor unit synchronization was initially thought to be due to a pool of motor
neurons receiving their signal from relatively few central inputs, causing the pairs of motor units
to fire in a synchronous fashion (Adrian & Bronk, 1928). Decades later researchers Buchthal and
Marsden (1950) agreed with the possibility that motor units could be receiving their signal from
few central inputs, but that the intrinsic motor neuron properties are just as likely to play a role in
the synchronization of motor units. Nordstrom and colleagues (1992) proposed that the number
and strength of physical connections shared by human motor neurons were determined by the
instances of motor unit firing in synchrony; this study laid the ground work for many of the
studies that were to follow. Just a year later De Luca and colleagues (1993) looked extensively at
motor unit synchronization. The researchers concluded there was no evidence to suggest that
motor unit synchronization was due to “common inputs”, but rather synchronization was an
epiphenomenon of the firing characteristics of motor neurons (De Luca et al., 1993). De Luca
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(1993) considers the synchronization of MUs be a beneficial “side-effect” of the common inputs
that project onto the motor neuron, and the common inputs have no control over the degree of
synchronization.
The amount of motor unit synchronization that occurs between MUs varies and depends
on the individual and prior training (e.g, athlete vs. musician). For example, Semmler and
Nordstrom (1998) looked at FDI motor unit synchrony in musicians (skilled trained individuals),
weight lifters (strength-trained individual), and untrained individuals and found that motor unit
synchrony was greatest in the weight lifters and lowest in the untrained individuals. Dartnall and
colleagues (2011) were curious to see what happens to motor unit synchrony following an
eccentric training protocol of the elbow flexors. Motor unit synchronization increased 7 days
after the maximal eccentric exercises but declined after the second bout of maximal eccentric
exercise. The researchers suggested that motor unit activity changes after muscle damage (during
the repair or regeneration phase). Clearly, there is a connection between MU synchronization and
training, and that muscle damage and regeneration plays a role in the changes in MU synchrony.
It’s unclear how a dynamic supramaximal exercise program (e.g., SIT) affects MU synchrony,
but it’s reasonable to postulate that due to its supramaximal effort requirement that muscle
damage will occur leading to changes in MU activity with repair and possible synchrony.
Doublets:
A doublet has been defined as a motor unit discharging twice in a very short period of
time (2.5 - 20 ms) (Simpson, 1969); and are most likely to occur at the onset of a contraction
(Van Cutsem et al., 1998); ballistic training increases the occurrence of doublets (Van Cutsem et
al., 1998). One possible explanation for an increase in doublets after ballistic training, is that
doublets exist to allow for large amounts of force to be produced in a short time. It has been
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argued that during ballistic movements the short interspike intervals cannot be considered
doublets as the interspike interval decreases as the contraction speed increases. Van Cutsem and
colleagues (1998) were sure to only classify interspike intervals as doublets only if they were
less than 10ms between spikes and had a similar waveform (shape and amplitude). Kudina and
Alexeeva (1992) suggest that prolonged repetitive doublet firing may be due to intrinsic motor
neuron properties or a specific synaptic drive, or even both. They both suggest that the only way
to achieve repetitive doublet firing is for the motor neuron to reach threshold very slowly (Bawa
& Calancie, 1983; Kudina & Alexeeva, 1992). Therefore, it appears that there are two different
“types” of doublet firing; one that is prolonged and only occurs with slow depolarization of the
motor neuron (Bawa & Calancie, 1983; Kudina & Alexeeva, 1992), and another with a short but
effective firing of doublets to ramp up muscular force (Van Cutsem et al., 1998). A similar
finding is seen in fatigued muscle, the amount of doublets occurring at the onset of a contraction
increase as compared to unfatigued muscle (Griffin et al., 1998).

Sense of Effort
Sustaining a relatively high (≥ 50% MVC) submaximal contraction for an extended
period will inevitably lead to fatigue. Perception of effort during a sustained submaximal
contraction increases with time as the contraction becomes more fatiguing (Cain & Stevens,
1971). Sense of force is measured by having the subject maintain a force at a constant level (i.e.,
50% MVC) for a set amount of time (i.e., 30-120 seconds). The subject is provided with visual
feedback to initially achieve the target force. Visual feedback is provided for 5 seconds then
removed, the subject is only instructed to maintain a “constant effort” or instructed to “make the
muscle feel the same”. As the muscle fatigues, the participant will reduce drive to the muscle to
make the force output feel the same. This results in an exponential decline in force that provides
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a constant and objective measure of the participant’s sense of muscular effort (Plaskett &
Cafarelli, 2001). The decline in force with time is similar to declines in force that occur when
blood is occluded from the working muscle (Cain, 1973). Therefore, it’s reasonable to assume
the nature of fatigue and force sensation is due to structures other than muscle (i.e., tendons,
skin, joints, ligaments) (Basmajian, 1972; Cain, 1973). In the event of a fatigued muscle, force
declines at a greater magnitude, than when performing the task with the same unfatigued muscle
(Cain, 1973). This increase in the magnitude of force reduction would indicate an increased
sense of effort.

Figure 1.1: A hypothetical framework to explain the possible increases in strength seen in most
training studies in the absence of significant muscular hypertrophy. This figure helps illustrate
the possible contributions from both neural and muscular (hypertrophy) during resistance
17

training programs/studies. Neural adaptations seem to be the dominant cause of early increases in
strength in a resistance training program. Figure is taken from (Sale, 1988)

Training the neuromuscular system
Historically, resistance training studies have focused on muscle hypertrophy, and
metabolism as the mechanisms underlying strength gains. It is now known that strength gains are
primarily due to nervous system adaptations (Figure 1.1) in the first few weeks of training
(Gabriel et al., 2006). Following Sale’s neural adaptation hypothesis (1988), researchers
attempted to quantify the neural mechanisms that might lead to increases in strength after a
relatively short resistance training program (≤ 2 weeks) in the absence of measurable muscular
hypertrophy (Narici et al.; Hickson et al., 1994; Staron et al., 1994; Akima et al., 1999). One
possibility is that untrained individuals are inherently poor at maximally activating muscle with
voluntary effort, and that with training they improve their ability to fully activate 100% of the
neurons that innervate a given muscle which leads to an apparent increase in strength (Dowling
et al., 1994; Gandevia, 2001; Knight & Kamen, 2004).
Endurance training (ET) and resistance training (RT) lead to altered motor unit function
through changes in MUFR and recruitment thresholds (Vila-Chã et al., 2010; Herda et al., 2015).
ET leads to a decrease in MUFR after 6 weeks of training (Vila-Chã et al., 2010), while RT has
the opposite effect on MUFR after 6 weeks of training (Knight & Kamen, 2004; Vila-Chã et al.,
2010). However, these results are not consistent, another study found that eight weeks of RT did
not increase the firing rate of high threshold MUs in the leg extensors (Beck et al., 2011). 21
weeks of concurrent training (RT and ET) does however improve VO2max as well as maximal
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force, and maximal cycling power with minimal improvements in rate of force development
(when compared to RT alone) (Mikkola et al., 2012).
One of the disadvantages of current training programs is the long exercise session times.
The SIT protocol has gained popularity in recent years because of its reduced work duration but
comparable metabolic adaptations to endurance training (Hazell et al., 2010; Gillen et al., 2016;
O'Leary et al., 2017). Physiological adaptations to SIT include improvements in VO2max (Hazell
et al., 2010) as well as improvements in aerobic performance measures. The aerobic performance
improvements are due to the increase in mitochondrial biogenesis (increased mitochondrial
generation in muscle), which in turn allows for increased peripheral extraction of O2 at the
working muscle (Gibala, 2009). Favourable anaerobic performance measures such as an increase
in relative peak power output (Hazell et al., 2010) garners more support to the effectiveness of
this training regimen in improving overall health and performance. Metabolic adaptations
associated with SIT are well documented with little literature examining the neuromuscular
adaptations. For the purposes of this review, I will look at the neuromuscular adaptations that are
associated with both SIT and HIIT. Neuromuscular adaptations have been shown to occur with
HIIT in as little as two weeks (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017; O'Leary et al., 2017). Some of the
adaptations observed include increases in force production within the quadriceps group,
increases in motor unit firing rates at high contractions levels (50 & 70% of maximum voluntary
contraction) (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017), as well as central fatigue resistance allowing for
greater muscular performance with fatigue (O'Leary et al., 2017). Decreases in voluntary force
production by knee extensors after a HIIT cycling protocol was attributed mainly to peripheral
fatigue (Girard et al., 2013). Because SIT involves brief high force production similar to
resistance training, we hypothesize it is likely to elicit neuromuscular adaptations similar to those
19

seen in resistance training. Improvements in muscle activation after training are attributed to
motor unit synchronization (Milner-Brown & Lee, 1975; Komi, 1986; Semmler & Nordstrom,
1998), brief decreases in motor unit inter-spike intervals (ISI) ≤ 20ms at onset of contraction
(Simpson, 1969; Van Cutsem et al., 1998) especially in the presence of muscular fatigue
(Binder-Macleod & Barker, 1991), and decreases in antagonistic co-activation of muscle
(Carolan & Cafarelli, 1992). Understanding the neuromuscular changes associated with one
session of SIT as well as multiple sessions of SIT will provide researchers further insight into
adaptations associated with this new training technique.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to assess the acute (a single SIT exercise session) and chronic (3
weeks of SIT) neural adaptations that occur with the traditional SIT paradigm (30-second sprints
with 4-minutes rest intervals).
Hypotheses
Our hypotheses are broken down into three parts as follows:
1. Acute Effects (Fatigue): Prior to training, a single bout of SIT will induce central and
peripheral neuromuscular fatigue as indicated by:
a. A decline in maximal voluntary force production
b. An increase in sense of effort
c. A decrease in potentiated twitch amplitude and an increase in contraction rate and
relaxation rate (peripheral fatigue due to contractile fatigue)
20

d. A decline in maximal voluntary activation (central fatigue)
e. Increase in motor unit firing rates during submaximal contractions

2. Chronic Effects (Training): Three weeks of SIT will enhance baseline neural activation
of muscle as indicated by:
a. Decrease in sense of effort
b. Increase in %VA
c. A decline in the peripheral fatigue (less fatigue)
d. Decrease in motor unit firing rates during submaximal contractions

3. Effects of Training on Fatigability: Three weeks of training will diminish the acute
effects of fatigue
a. Decrease in MUFR at the same submaximal contraction levels
b. Effects of fatigue on MVC will be attenuated
c. Effects of fatigue on %VA will be attenuated
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Chapter 2: Manuscript
The neuromuscular and aerobic changes associated with three weeks of sprint interval
training
In preparation for submission to Medicine & Science in Sport & Exercise
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ABSTRACT
Purpose. The primary purpose of this study was to explore the acute (a single sprint interval
training or SIT exercise session) and chronic (3 weeks of SIT) neural adaptations that may occur
with the SIT (30 second sprint and 4 minutes of rest).
Methods. 28 recreationally active participants were pseudo-randomized into either a control
group (CTRL) or training group (TR) and tested at 4 time points after baseline VO2max testing.
Participants were tested, pre-training/pre-fatigue, pre-training/post-fatigue, post-training/prefatigue, post-training/post-fatigue. The fatigue protocol was a SIT session (4 x 30-s sprints). The
TR completed a 3-week running SIT protocol (3x/wk) progressing from four to six, 30-s “allout” sprints (HiTrainer, QC), the CTRL did not. Voluntary activation (VA), Maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC), and Contractile characteristics of the knee extensors were assessed. Motor
unit firing rates (MUFRs) during sub-maximal, isometric contractions were assessed.
Results. Prior to training, a single bout of SIT induced neuromuscular fatigue, 79.4 N decline in
MVC in the CTRL, and a 164.9 N decline in the TR (p<0.01), and central fatigue, 8% decline in
VA in the CTRL and 13% decline in VA in the TR (p<0.01). After 3 weeks, the TR experienced
a lower reduction in MVC (84.5N, p<0.01). The CTRL had a similar reduction in MVC (92.6
N). There was no effect of training on VA. Motor unit firing rates were not affected by fatigue,
training, or ramp contraction level (p>0.2).
Conclusions. SIT induced central and peripheral fatigue in both groups before and after three
weeks. Training attenuated fatigability, but did not alter MUFRs. SIT is an effective fatigue
protocol, that can improve (decrease) muscle fatigability with adherence to the protocol for as
little as 3 weeks.
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INTRODUCTION
Sprint interval training (SIT) is a novel training paradigm that differs from high-intensity
interval training (HIIT) in that it requires the individual to exercise at a higher intensity (>100%
VO2max) and for a shorter duration (≤ 30 seconds). SIT is a convenient time efficient choice for
anyone interested in maximizing cardiovascular and metabolic exercise benefits with minimal
time commitment. A total of two minutes of sprinting, completed in a series of brief 30 second
bouts (with four minutes of rest in between each bout) elicits cardiovascular and metabolic
adaptations similar to 30 minutes of moderate intensity continuous training (Ross & Leveritt,
2001; Gibala, 2009; 2012). The high force output during SIT leads to improvements in anaerobic
capacity (Hazell et al., 2010), which is in part due to the increase in glycolytic enzymes (e.g.
phosphofructokinase) (MacDougall et al., 1998). On the other hand, very few studies have
assessed the neuromuscular (NM) adaptations following HIIT (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017),
and modified SIT (Goodall et al., 2015). HIIT training improved participants VO2max as well as
increased muscle force producing capacity (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017). The modified SIT
protocol demonstrated that SIT does indeed induce fatigue, and that after just two sprints
peripheral and central factors were involved in fatigue (Goodall et al., 2015). To date, no studies
have assessed the NM changes associated with the traditional SIT protocol.
Neuromuscular adaptations refer to changes occurring anywhere in the nervous system
from brain and spinal cord (central nervous system) to muscle. The nervous system controls all
motor commands and is responsible for the recruitment of all muscles when performing any task
(Gandevia, 2001). When learning to perform a new task, performance improvements are seen
almost immediately as we learn to perform the task accurately and efficiently (Gabriel et al.,
2006). With respect to resistance training, gross changes in muscle relating to strength (i.e.,
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muscular hypertrophy) generally don’t occur until at least 4-6 weeks of continued training (Sale,
1988). This would mean that performance improvements early on cannot be solely attributed to
muscular changes alone, but rather an improvement in the neural control of muscle. Decreased
co-activation of antagonistic muscle, increased motor neuron firing rate, increased motor neuron
recruitment, and decreased 1b inhibition all play an important role in performance improvements
after a short training period (< 8 weeks) (Gabriel et al., 2006).
There are several possible mechanisms by which the nervous system may adapt in response
to SIT. While SIT will cause fatigue after just one session (four 30-s bouts) it’s unclear whether
the fatigue is central or peripheral in nature. After just two sprinting bouts, SIT has been shown
to induce fatigue both centrally and peripherally as indicated by a reduction in maximal knee
extensor force and peripheral stimulation twitch (peripheral) as well as a reduction in voluntary
activation with transcranial magnetic stimulation (central) (Goodall et al., 2015). Central and
peripheral fatigue occur either proximal (central) or distal (peripheral) to the neuromuscular
junction (Gandevia, 2001). While both can be measured, it’s more challenging to directly assess
the mechanisms involved in central fatigue due to the different inputs and reflex loops that can
play a role in the excitability of the spinal motor neuron (Gandevia, 2001). Supraspinal fatigue is
generally due to suboptimal output from the motor cortex (Todd et al., 2003; Goodall et al.,
2015) that occurs with prolonged exercise (Lepers et al., 2002; Place et al., 2004; Decorte et al.,
2012) as well as high intensity maximal exercise (Goodall et al., 2015), while peripheral fatigue
is associated with short duration submaximal exercise (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986; Søgaard et
al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007). A few weeks of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) increases
maximal force production potentally via an increase in motor unit firing rates at high contraction
levels (≥ 50%) (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017). After 6 weeks of HIIT the attenuation in central
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fatigue helps allows for improved performance through increased muscle output (O'Leary et al.,
2017).
Using a novel surface EMG decomposition system (Delsys Inc., Boston, USA) we could
record and decompose hundreds of motor units from each participant to assess firing behavior
before and after one bout of SIT, as well as after three weeks (3 times/week) of SIT. Our purpose
was to determine whether a single bout of SIT provided a sufficient stimulus to elicit acute
neuromuscular adaptations and whether 3 weeks of SIT improved neuromuscular performance
and offset the effects of fatigue.

METHODS
Participants
Twenty-eight (8 female) participants between the ages of 18 and 30 were recruited for
this study. Participants were divided into a training group (TR, 10 males, 4 females) or a sexmatched control group (CTRL, 10 males, 4 females) using pseudo-randomization with 14
allotted spots in each group to ensure an equal number of participants in each group. The group
allotment was pseudo-randomized to ensure an equal number of males and females in each
group. All twenty-eight participants were considered recreationally active as they part took in
regular exercise ≥ 2 times per week. None of the participants were engaging in any form of
structured training for a sport or competition. Participants were asked to avoid any form of
strenuous exercise, and alcohol 24 hours prior to any testing; participants were also asked to
avoid caffeine consumption 12 hours prior to testing. All participants completed a Physical
Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) as well as an exclusion checklist questionnaire.
Exclusion criteria for this study include: neurological disorders, any anterior cruciate ligament
injury or reconstruction, recent head injury, and smoking. The Wilfrid Laurier University Ethics
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committee approved the study, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2004). All
participants gave written informed consent prior to any data collection.
Table 1: participant characteristics and baseline VO2max (ml/kg/min) and Maximum voluntary contraction (N)
values.
•

* This participant did not complete VO2max post testing therefore was excluded from analysis for that
variable.

Participant Code
1
2*
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Sex
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F

Participant Code
1C
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
10C
11C
12C
13C
14C
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Sex
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M

Age
21
20
22
19
22
22
20
19
21
23
27
22
20
20
21.29
2.05
Age
19
22
21
22
25
20
23
24
22
20
19
24
19
26
21.86
2.32

TRAINING GROUP BASELINE
Weight (kg)
Height (m)
PRE VO2max (ml/kg/min)
85.5
1.85
42.9
75.3
1.68
52.8*
89.4
1.79
47.9
88.8
1.86
46.6
72.6
1.76
53
92.3
1.93
49.1
61.5
1.51
31.4
78.5
1.73
39.9
101.9
1.79
35.2
71
1.73
40.2
71.8
1.76
43.7
73
1.66
48.8
82.2
1.82
52.8
66
1.67
38.3
79.27
1.75
43.83
11.23

0.10
6.65
CONTROL GROUP BASELINE
Weight (kg)
Height (m)
PRE VO2max (ml/kg/min)
77
1.80
46.7
90.5
1.81
45.8
47.9
1.57
36.2
91.5
1.85
52
85.5
1.85
45.5
65.2
1.75
38.9
62.8
1.69
40.4
58.5
1.63
45.6
48.2
1.53
38.4
106
1.92
36
50.6
1.55
45.3
77.4
1.71
55.6
72.7
1.71
51.7
91.4
1.77
48.5
73.23
1.73
44.76
18.37

0.12

6.09

MVC (N)
523.5
496.6
1165.5
649.5
455.9
1152.1
571.8
333.3
909.7
427.3
583.4
541.1
768.3
551.4
652.11
256.96
MVC (N)
605.8
623.7
743.6
532.6
352.8
602.5
576.4
594.7
344.4
669
353.7
662.8
541.7
743.9
567.69
133.50
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Figure 2.1: Experimental design. Following a familiarization and orientation session,
participants would come to the lab for a Speed and Endurance Testing Day (S&E day) which
will require participants to perform a VO2max test with a 20-minute recovery period followed by a
30 second sprint test. The first training session was scheduled >24 hours after the S&E day.
Participants completed the Neuromuscular Testing Protocol before (pre-FAT) and after (postFAT) their first SIT training sessions (4 x 30s sprints). The TR continued to train for three weeks
increasing 1 bout each week until week three where they were doing 6 x 30s sprints. Training
days were separated by at least 48 hours of rest. The CTRL did not train during the 3-week
period. After 3 weeks, participants were invited back to the lab to complete their final
Neuromuscular Testing before (pre-FAT) and after (post-FAT) their final SIT session (4 x 30s
sprints). After a 24-hr recovery period, Participants completed a Speed and Endurance Retesting
Day (exact protocol as the first S&E day).

Experimental Overview
Participants all performed a familiarization session in which they were familiarized with
the HiTrainer and then the modified leg extension machine. The familiarization with the
HiTrainer was to ensure that all participants were able to effectively run on it during baseline
testing. Once the angle and height of the HiTrainers shoulder pads were set they were kept the
same for the remainder of the study. During the familiarization with the modified leg extension
machine participants were instructed to practice maximal contractions and tracing the trapezoidal
ramp contractions. Familiarization was complete once participants had good force tracing ramps
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at all contraction levels (20,40,50 and 60%). Two groups (TR and CTRL) took part in the
repeated-measures study (Figure 2.1). Neuromuscular function and motor unit firing behavior
were assessed before and after a single bout of SIT in both groups. TR completed a 3-week SIT
program (3x/week) and CTRL did not train. After 3 weeks, neuromuscular function and motor
unit firing behavior were reassessed before and after a single bout of SIT in both the TR and
CTRL groups. Aerobic (VO2max) and anaerobic measurements (30 second sprint performance)
were also assessed at the beginning and end of the 3-week period for both the TR and CTRL
groups.
Experimental protocol
Experimental setup for neuromuscular testing. The participant was seated in a modified
leg extension machine, with the hip secured to the seat and the left knee at a 90-degree angle.
The ankle cuff was secured to the leg just above the lateral malleolus. The skin was prepared
with fine sand paper lightly rubbed over the muscle belly to remove any dead skin. Rubbing
alcohol was applied after skin abrasion to remove surface oils and allow for better surface
contact with the sensors. Two surface electromyography (sEMG) sensors were placed over the
vastus lateralis (VL). The first sensor was a bipolar sEMG electrode (Delsys, Boston, MA, USA)
used to record the compound muscle action potential (CMAP) following nerve stimulation. The
second sensor was a 5-pin array sEMG sensor placed proximal to the bipolar sensor (superior
and slightly medial) used to record sEMG in four channels during all ramp contractions. The four
channels of EMG were used for EMG decomposition. The reference electrode was placed distal
to the recording sensors over an electrically neutral region. Signals were amplified and filtered
using a Bagnoli 16-channel system (Delsys, Boston, MA, USA). The signal from the bipolar
sEMG sensor (sampled at 2000 Hz) was differentially amplified and filtered offline using a high
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pass filter to attenuate signals below 15 Hz. The signals from the 5-pin array surface electrode
were differentially amplified and bandwidth filtered from 20 to 1,750Hz (De Luca & Contessa,
2012). The four surface EMG signals from the 5-pin sensor were sampled at 20,000 Hz as this
was a requirement for the decomposition algorithm.
To elicit maximal twitches and CMAPs, a 2.5 cm2 carbonized rubber (cathode) was positioned
over the femoral nerve within the inguinal triangle, and a dispersive electrode was placed just
above the iliac crest. Both electrodes were be attached to a constant current stimulator (model
DS7AH Digitimer Inc., Hertfordshire, England), to stimulate the femoral nerve. Stimulation of
the femoral nerve was applied using a pulse duration of 200 µs and a current required to elicit
maximal knee extension twitch and VL CMAP. Maximal CMAP and twitch were determined by
increasing stimulation intensity (current) until no further increase in CMAP peak-to-peak
amplitude or twitch amplitude was observed. Participants were instructed to contract to
approximately 70%-80% of their perceived MVC prior to stimulation to potentiate the twitch.
Experimental setup for aerobic and anaerobic testing. Maximal oxygen consumption
(VO2max) was determined through a graded exercise test to exhaustion performed on a Woodway
motorized treadmill (4Front, Woodway, WI, USA). Gas exchange at the mouth was collected
during the test using a mask (securely attached to the face to ensure no leakage of air) and
sampled over 30 second intervals. The mask worn by the participants was connected to a breathby-breath gas collection system (MAX-II, AEI technologies, PA, USA). The MAX-II was
calibrated to assess the sensitivity to flow and oxygen/carbon dioxide content. Flow calibration
was performed using a 3-liter syringe through low-flow calibration. The test began after an initial
five-minute warm-up on the treadmill at a self-selected moderate jogging pace. After the warm
up, participants ran at a self-selected pace (5-6.5 mph) with 2% increases in treadmill grade
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every 2 minutes until exhaustion. Heart rate was recorded throughout the duration of the test
using an integrated HR monitor (FT1, Polar Electro, QC, Canada). VO2max was determined by
the greatest 30 second average at which VO2 failed to increase (>2.1 ml/kg/min), despite an
increase in grade (2%) (Taylor et al., 1955), and two of the following criterion measures;
respiratory exchange ratio (RER) ≥1.10 (Edvardsen et al., 2014), heart rate (HR) within 10 beats
of age predicted maximum (220-age), or voluntary exhaustion. Twenty minutes after completing
the VO2max test, the participant performed a 30-s all-out sprint on the HiTrainer, (McKie et al.,
2017) a validated running test similar to the traditional Wingate test. Shoulder pad height and
angle were recorded from the orientation session and remained the same for each participant
throughout the entire duration of the study (Figure 2.2). Strong verbal encouragement was
provided throughout the duration of the test. At least 24 hours (range: 4-5 days) after the
aerobic and anaerobic testing, the participant came back to complete neuromuscular testing.

Figure 2.2: Participants performed the 30-second sprint tests as well as all training on the
HiTrainer.
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Each participant completed the neuromuscular testing protocol four times during the
study: before and after a single bout of SIT at the onset of the 3-week study (pre-training preand post-fatigue), and before and after a single bout of SIT at the end of the 3-week study (posttraining pre-and post-fatigue). This protocol (Figure 2.4) will begin with a series of practice
contractions to ensure optimal stimulating electrode placement and recording electrode
placement. The participant performed three to four MVCs, interspersed with 180 seconds of rest
in between. The instruction provided to the participant prior to completing the MVC was to
produce maximal force as fast as possible and maintain the maximal effort for approximately 3
seconds. The interpolated twitch technique (Allen et al., 1995) was used to assess voluntary
activation of muscle. The highest MVC value was used for analysis of maximal force, maximal
voluntary activation, and maximal EMG. The participant then performed a series of trapezoidal
submaximal contractions with a plateau set at 20%, 40%, 50% and 60% MVC. The participant
performed each ramp twice (50% was always performed first and was only performed once) in a
randomized order for a total of 7 ramps with 2 minutes of rest in between each ramp. Each ramp
had a 10% MVC per second rise, 11 second plateau, and 10% MVC per second decline.
Accordingly, ramp durations were 15, 19, 21 and 23s for the 20, 40, 50 and 60% MVC ramps
respectively. These ramp characteristics are required for the algorithm used to decompose the
surface EMG signal (>92% accuracy) into individual motor unit trains. We exported the motor
unit firing rate (MUFR) data collected during the ramp contractions and assessed the instances of
doublets and analyzed the number of motor units and percent (of motor units detected) firing
doublets during the various ramp contractions. The instantaeneous firing rate times were
exported and a doublet was considered to have occurred when the time between two firing rates
was between (2.5 - 20 ms) (Simpson, 1969). Doublets also occur at the onset of a contraction to
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assist with rapid force production (Van Cutsem et al., 1998). Due to the nature of the
decomposition algorithm we were unable to assess the doublets that may have occurred at the
onset of the contraction. Approximately 3 minutes after the last ramp, the participant performed a
constant force-sensation contraction (to assess sense of effort) beginning with a target force of
60% MVC. The participant was provided visual feedback for the first 5 seconds to reach the 60%
target, visual feedback was then removed for the remainder 25 seconds. The only instruction the
participants received for this task was to “make the muscle feel the same” during the 25 seconds.
Three minutes after the force sensation task, the participant was asked to maintain an MVC for
as long as possible. Strong verbal encouragement was provided, and participants were instructed
to relax once their force fell below 80% of their MVC for two consecutive seconds. Finally, after
5 minutes of rest the participant performed a final MVC to assess recovery. The participant
walked to the Energy Metabolism Research Lab to perform the SIT protocol (four 30 second allout sprints with 240 seconds of rest between each sprint). Immediately after the final sprint,
participants returned to the Exercise Neuroscience Lab to perform the neuromuscular testing
outlined above. Every effort was made to standardize the time from the last sprint to when the
neuromuscular testing began again. Testing time post-sprints varied from 19 minutes to 87
minutes from when the participants completed the last sprint to when they performed their first
MVC post fatigue.
Training. The first neuromuscular testing day was considered to also be the first training day for
the participants in the TR group. These participants completed a total of 9 training sessions over
3 weeks. Training progressed from four 30 second sprints in week 1 (session 1, 2, and 3), to five
30 second sprints in week two (session 4, 5, and 6), to six 30 second sprints in week 3 (sessions
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7, 8, and 9). All sessions had 4 minutes of rest in between each 30 second sprint. The CTRL
group did not attend any training sessions during the three-week period.
Post-Training measures. Post training protocol was identical to the pretraining measures. The
final neuromuscular testing day occurred at least 24 hours after the final training day. The
VO2max test occurred after (≥ 24 hours) the final neuromuscular testing day.
Analysis
Data Acquisition. The analog-to-digital conversion was performed by NI USB-6361, X Series
DAQ Device with Mass Termination (National Instruments, Budapest, Hungary). EMGworks
software (Delsys Inc., Boston, MA, USA) was used for data acquisition during the ramp portion
of the protocol and Delsys dEMG software was used for data analysis and decomposition of
surface EMG recordings during trapezoidal ramp contractions. All other data (maximal voluntary
contractions, force sensation contractions, twitches and CMAPs) were digitized with a
Cambridge Electronics Design micro1401 and analyzed using Spike2 waveform analysis
software (version 7.18, CED Electronics, Cambridge, UK).
Force and voluntary activation. Participants performed no more than 4 maximal contractions
prior to commencing with the ramp contractions. The highest contraction was used as the
participants MVC. Voluntary activation was assessed using the interpolated twitch technique
(Allen et al., 1995). The interpolated twitch technique involves both the supramaximal twitch
(from stimulating during MVC) and potentiated twitch (from stimulating <5s after MVC) in the
following equation to produce a percentage of voluntary activation of muscle: %VA= (1[superimposed twitch/potentiated twitch]) x 100. A value of 100% would indicate no
superimposed twitch occurred, and full voluntary activation of muscle.
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Motor Unit Firing Rates. Surface EMG was decomposed using the Delsys software (embedded
motor unit decomposition algorithm). Four EMG tracings and force tracings were obtained
during each ramp contraction from the 5-pin surface EMG sensor using a Bagnoli amplifier
(Delsys Inc.). The dEMG signals were filtered between 20 Hz and 450 Hz and sampeled at 20
kHz. Using the Delsys precision decomposition III algorithm individual MUAPs were extracted
and decomposed into MUAPTs (Nawab et al., 2010). Accuracy of MUAPT decomposition was
tested using the decompose-synthesize-decompose-compare test (Nawab et al., 2010). Once
decomposition was complete decomposed MUAPTs were exported and analyzed using Delsys
dEMG software. Figure 2.3 shows a force tracing along with all the MUAPTs that were
decomposed in that specific ramp contraction. After decomposition, one ramp at each contraction
level (40, 50, and 60 percent) was selected for analysis. The 50% post-fatigue ramp contractions
were unique in that they were the only ramps that were relative to the pre-fatigue 50% ramp. For
example, if one person had an MVC of 600N pre-fatigue and a 520N MVC post-fatigue their
50% ramp post fatigue was still set at 300N. The 50% ramp served as a direct comparison from
pre to post fatigue. The 50% ramp was always the first ramp completed and was always the same
absolute force using pre-fatigue MVC to set the contraction level. The criteria used to select the
ramp was 1) surface EMG was compliant and trapezoidal (as determined by Delsys dEMG
software), and 2) the force tracing was accurately matched to the ramp template. If both ramps
met these criteria, the first ramp was used for analysis. Contractions were considered compliant
when, 1) the force tracing matched the provided template in the software, and 2) the RMS of the
EMG was trapezoidal, in that the RMS envelope matched the template ramp. Once the ramp was
decomposed the MUFRs were split into high and low threshold motor units. All motor units
recruited below 20% MVC during the ramp contractions were considered low threshold, and all
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motor units recruited at or above 20% MVC during the ramp contractions were considered high
threshold.

Figure 2.3: A ramp produced by one of the participants with the decomposed action potential
templates along the left with their respective decomposition accuracies. The black line represents
the force tracing (increasing and decreasing at 10% MVC s-1) and the MUAPTs are depicted by
the different colours within the force tracing.

Peripheral transmission and muscle contractile properties. The femoral nerve was stimulated
following (≈ 3 seconds) every MVC to produce a potentiated twitch (POT). Once a true MVC
was recorded (largest MVC) the POT following the maximal effort was used for analysis. CMAP
analysis was also based on the stimulation following the true MVC. Only the true MVC was
used for assessing time to peak tension, half relaxation time, rate of force production, and rate of
relaxation. POT amplitude was assessed by measuring the amplitude from the moment the
stimulus was delivered (as noted by a trigger marker in Spike2) to the highest point recorded by
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the force transducer. Time to peak tension was measured in the exact same manner as POT
amplitude. Half relaxation time was measured from the peak of the POT, to the half way point
down the slope of the POT. Maximal rate of force production and maximal rate of relaxation
were determined using the peak and valley of the jerk (dF/dt). Finally, CMAP amplitude was
assessed from peak to peak.
Statistics. All data are expressed as means +/- SD. All data were tested for homogeneity of
variance, and normality. A 4x2 mixed ANOVA was used to determine the effect of time (pretraining/pre-fatigue, pre-training/post-fatigue, post-training/pre-fatigue, and post-training/postfatigue) and group (TR and CTRL) and to assess interactions between time and group; variables
tested include MVC, VA, and MUFR. Post hoc analysis (Fisher’s LSD) was used when
significance was found. A 2x2 mixed ANOVA was used to determine the effect of time (pretraining, post training) and group (TR and CTRL) and to assess interactions between time and
group; variables tested include peak speed, average speed, distance travelled, and VO2max. The
level of significance was set at 0.05. All statistical analyses were performed on Statistica 13.2
(TIBCO Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA).
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Figure 2.4: Neuromuscular testing protocol. Each participant completed this protocol four times
as shown in the time line in Figure 2.1. Participants initially performed MVCs with at least 3
minutes of rest in between each contraction. True MVC was recorded as the highest value of the
contractions. Trapezoidal ramps were performed 3 minutes after the final MVC. The ramp
characteristics were designed to follow software constraints. The ramps had a plateau of 11
seconds at 50%, 20%, 40, and 60% of MVC and were performed in a randomized order with the
50% contraction always occurring first. All ramps had a rise and fall of 10% MVC per second.
All ramps took a total of ~ 16-24 seconds to perform. Participants performed a minimum of 2 of
each ramp. After a 3-minute break, participants performed a force sensation task where they
were instructed to reach a predetermined force level on the screen (60% MVC) and hold it for 30
seconds with visual feedback only provided in the first 5 seconds. The only instruction the
participants received during the task was to “make the muscle feel the same” during the 25s of
no visual feedback. Following a 3-minute break participants were instructed to hold a Maximum
Voluntary Contraction for as long as possible, they were instructed to relax after their force
dropped below 80% for two consecutive seconds. To assess the participant’s ability to recover
after a fatiguing sustained MVC, participants were asked to perform one final MVC 5 minutes
after the sustained MVC.
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RESULTS
3 weeks of training improves baseline aerobic and anaerobic measures
Training improved both aerobic and anaerobic measures. There was a group x time
interaction for VO2max and all sprint performance measures. VO2max increased 1.95 mL/kg/min
(4.4%) in the TR [F(1,25) =2.27 p=0.022], with no change in the control [F(1,25)=2.27; p=0.72].
30-s sprint performance improved in the TR with a 9% (0.6 m/s) increase in peak speed
[F(1,25)=7.75; p<0.01], a 5% (0.25 m/s) increase in average speed [F(1,25)=7.32; p=0.02], and a
4% (6.04 m) increase in distance covered [F(1,25)=5.77; p=0.056]. Time to peak speed did not
change across both groups. The level of fatigue ([peak speed – min speed / peak speed]*100)
over the 30 second sprint did not change for either group after three weeks. Minimum speed pretraining was 3.2 m/s ± 0.9 m/s in the training group and 3.1 m/s ± 0.8 m/s in the control group.
After 3 weeks the training group’s minimum speed increased to 3.5 m/s ± 0.8 m/s (p > 0.05) and
the control group saw a slight increase as well to 3.3 m/s ± 0.7 m/s (p > 0.05). Neither group had
significant changes from pre to post training with respect to minimum speed.
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Figure 2.5: VO2max (mL/kg/min) increased by 1.95 after three weeks of training in the TR. No
changes in VO2max were observed in the CTRL after three weeks. Asterisk denotes significant
difference (p<0.05) from pre-training to post-training in the TR as revealed by Fischer LSD
posthoc analysis of this group x time interaction, [F(1,25) =2.27 p=0.022].
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Figure 2.6: Peak Speed (m/s) increased 9% after three weeks of training in the TR. No changes
in Peak Speed (m/s) were observed in the CTRL after three weeks. Asterisk denotes significant
difference (p<0.05) from pre-training to post-training in the TR as revealed by Fischer LSD
posthoc analysis of this group x time interaction, [F(1,25)=7.75; p<0.01].
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Figure 2.7: Average speed (m/s) increased 5% after three weeks of training in the training
group. No changes in Peak Speed (m/s) were observed in the control group after three
weeks. Asterisk denotes significant difference (p<0.05) from pre-training to post-training in
the training group as revealed by Fischer LSD posthoc analysis of this group x time
interaction; [F(1,25)=7.32; p=0.02].
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Figure 2.8: Distance (m) covered over 30 seconds increased 4% after three weeks of training in
the TR. No changes in Peak Speed (m/s) were observed in the CTRL after three weeks. Asterisk
denotes significant difference (p<0.05) from pre-training to post-training in the TR as revealed
by Fischer LSD posthoc analysis of this group x time interaction; [F(1,25)=5.77; p=0.056].

A bout of SIT elicits central fatigue, which is not diminished by 3 weeks of training
MVC declined in both groups after a fatiguing bout of SIT (pre-fatigue vs post-fatigue)
both before and after training, however, the MVC declined less with fatigue after the three-weeks
of SIT (Figure 2.10). Maximal voluntary activation also declined after a fatiguing bout of SIT
(p<0.01), however there was no effect of training on the fatigue-associated decline in voluntary
activation (Figure 2.9). Training did not increase baseline (pre-fatigue) measures of voluntary
activation or maximal knee extension force (p>0.05) (figures 2.10 and 2.9).
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Motor units were sorted into low (recruitment <20% MVC) and high (recruitment >30%
MVC) threshold units for the 40% and 60% submaximal contractions. The data for the 20%
contraction level is not presented as they were all LT units and were unaltered with
training/fatigue. Post hoc analysis showed that MUFR of low threshold units increased from
17.72 ± 2.51 Hz to 19.40 ± 2.79 Hz (p=0.008) during pre-training in the SIT group with no
change in the CTRL. Post-training the CTRL MUFR did not change during the 40% contraction,
but the TR saw an increase from 17.95 ± 1.75 Hz to 20.21 ± 2.4 Hz (p=0.004). Post hoc analysis
of the MUFRs during the 60% contraction demonstrated an increase in MUFR from 20.81 ± 2.99
Hz to 22.42 ± 2.98 Hz (p=0.022) post training after one bout of sprint interval training. SIT did
not alter the baseline (pre-training/pre-fatigue vs. post-training/pre-fatigue) firing rates of low
threshold units, nor did it offset the fatigue-induced increase in low threshold MUFRs. Although
there was an effect of fatigue on the low threshold MUFR, training did not offset the effects of
fatigue. The firing rates of high threshold motor units were not altered by fatigue or training. The
50% contractions were also analyzed post hoc and only demonstrated an increase in MUFR prefatigue for both TR (p=0.014) and CTRL (p=0.016) after one bout of SIT with no effect of
training / time, and no effect of fatigue in both groups after 3 weeks.
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Figure 2.9: Voluntary activation (%) was reduced after three weeks in both the CTRL and the
TR. Asterisk denotes significant difference (p<0.05) from pre-fatigue to post-fatigue in both
groups, this reduction was seen at both pre-training and post-training time points as revealed by
the ANOVA (main effect for fatigue) F(1,26)=56.79; p<0.01].
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Figure 2.10: Maximum voluntary contraction (N) was significantly reduced with fatigue
(p<0.01) in both the TR and CTRL. No effect of time on MVC (N) was observed in the CTRL.
Asterisk denotes significant difference (p<0.05) from pre-training to post-training in the TR as
revealed by the group x time interaction; F [(1,26)=4.64; p=0.41].
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Figure 2.11: The firing rates of low threshold vastus lateralis motor units increased with fatigue
when assessed during the 40% ramp contractions There was no difference between pre and post
training firing rates. (A). There was a very small increase in firing rates of low threshold motor
units assessed during the 60% ramp contraction. Note there is no difference in the control group
in the pre-training period.
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Figure 2.12: This figure illustrates the effect of fatigue and training on the firing rates of low
threshold motor units during the 50% ramp contraction. Note the post-fatigue ramp
contractions were 50% of the pre-fatigue MVC values and not adjusted to the new MVC
post-fatigue.

A bout of SIT elicits PERIPHERAL FATIGUE, which is not diminished by 3 weeks of
training
Potentiated twitch amplitude, time to peak twitch tension, and half relaxation time
declined with fatigue in both groups (p<0.01) (pre-training/pre-fatigue vs. pre-training/postfatigue and post-training/pre-fatigue vs. post-training/post-fatigue). The maximal instantaneous
rates of twitch force development decreased (p<0.01) and the maximal instantaneous rate of
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twitch relaxation increased (p<0.01) with fatigue in both groups. There was no effect of training
on these twitch characteristics (Table 2).
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Table 2: Twitch characteristics across all four time points

Trained Group
Pre-training

Post-training

Prefatigue

Postfatigue

Significance

Prefatigue

Twitch
amplitude
(N)

149.8 ±
47.7

92.0 ± 27.9

p < 0.01

139.1 ±
47.0

Time to
peak
tension
(ms)

96.7 ±
8.8

84.4 ± 8.3

p < 0.01

Rate of
contraction
(N/ms)

4.00 ±
1.4

2.4 ± 0.7

Half
relaxation
time (ms)

74.8 ±
15

Rate of
relaxation
(N/ms)

-1.6 ±
0.6

CMAP
amplitude
(mV)

7.3 ±

2.0∞

Control Group
Pre-training

Post-training

Significance

Prefatigue

Postfatigue

Significance

Prefatigue

Post-fatigue

Significance

40.1∞

p < 0.01

142.7 ±
29.7

99.0 ± 22.7

p < 0.01

133.3 ±
32.2

96.2 ± 21.5∞

p < 0.01

95.1 ±
9.7

80.0 ± 10.1

p < 0.01

92.1 ±
8.8

83.2 ± 8.8

p < 0.01

92.8 ±
11.2

80.4 ± 8.7

p < 0.01

p < 0.01

3.7 ±
1.6

2.7 ± 1.4∞

p < 0.01

3.6 ± 0.9

2.4 ± 0.7

p < 0.01

3.5 ±
1.3

2.5 ± 0.7∞

p < 0.01

66.1 ± 9.4

p = 0.07

74.5 ±
10.5

70.0 ± 11.1

p = 0.27

79.9 ±
14.8

63.5 ± 16.5

p < 0.01

82.4 ±
11.0

68.8 ± 8.7

p < 0.01

-1.2 ± 0.4

p < 0.01

-1.4 ±
0.6

-1.1 ± 0.6

p = 0.08

-1.5 ± 0.5

-1.1 ± 0.5

p = 0.02

-1.1 ±
0.3

-1.0 ± 0.4

p = 0.23

7.2 ± 1.8∞

n.s

6.7 ±
3.1

6.7 ± 3.3

n.s

4.8∞

7.7 ± 4.4∞

n.s

7.1 ±
3.8

8.0 ± 4.3

n.s

Post-fatigue

96.9 ±

6.8 ±

∞ A violation in the homogeneity of variance assumption
occurred
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Table 3: Motor unit firing rates at for both low and high
threshold units at 40, 50, and 60 percent contraction
levels

Trained Group
Pre-training

Control Group
Post-training

Pre-training

Post-training

Prefatigue

Postfatigue

Significance

Prefatigue

Post-fatigue

Significance

Prefatigue

Postfatigue

Significance

Prefatigue

Post-fatigue

Significance

40% low
threshold
MUFR (Hz)

17.8 ±
2.9

19.4 ± 3.0

p < 0.01

17.9 ±
2.4

20.1 ± 2.8

p < 0.01

17.9 ±
2.8

18.9 ± 3.0

n.s

19.5 ±
2.0

19.3 ± 2.7

n.s

40% high
threshold
MUFR (Hz)

12.4 ±
2.0

14.5 ± 2.7

n.s

14.9 ±
5.9

13.6 ± 2.9

n.s

13.1 ±
2.5

13.4 ± 2.1

n.s

12.8 ±
1.9

12.8 ± 2.8

n.s

60% low
threshold
MUFR (Hz)

20.4 ±
3.5

21.3 ± 2.7

n.s

20.5 ±
2.8

21.8 ± 3.0

p = 0.02

21.7 ±
2.6

21.4 ± 2.2

n.s

21.0 ±
2.3

22.3 ± 2.5

p = 0.05

60% high
threshold
MUFR (Hz)

13.9 ±
3.5

15.2 ± 4.2

n.s

13.8 ±
3.4

15.2 ± 4.2

p = 0.02

12.2 ±
3.0

13.1 ± 2.8

n.s

12.6 ±
3.1

13.6 ± 3.9

p = 0.05

50% low
threshold
MUFR (Hz)

18.8 ±
3.6

20.5 ± 3.4

p = 0.01

19.7 ±
2.4

21.5 ± 3.1

p = 0.06
(n.s)

19.4 ±
2.6

20.5 ± 2.1

p = 0.02

20.8 ±
3.3

21.9 ± 2.6

n.s

50% high
threshold
MUFR (Hz)

11.7 ±
2.4

13.8 ± 3.8

n.s

14.9 ±
5.3

13.8 ± 3.1

n.s

12.6 ±
2.6

13.1 ± 3.2

n.s

12.7 ±
3.4

13.2 ± 3.4

n.s
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DISCUSSION
This study was designed to answer two questions: 1) what are the neuromuscular
adjustments that occur with a single session of SIT and 2) how do 3 weeks of SIT affect the
baseline neuromuscular function and neuromuscular fatigue. The present data show a decline in
force producing capacity following one SIT session and no effect of training on the fatigability
induced with one SIT session. We demonstrated that the first 3 weeks of SIT elicited changes in
both aerobic and anaerobic performance which is inline with previous findings with this type of
training (Gibala, 2009; Gibala et al., 2012; Girard et al., 2013; Gillen et al., 2016; McKie et al.,
2018). Our data show that four 30-second sprints lead to reductions in maximal force, voluntary
activation, and muscle contractile ability indicating the presence of both central and peripheral
fatigue in line with previous research (Goodall et al., 2015). Practically, these results may help
explain the decline in performance athletes experience when performing repeated sprints (in
game).
A single SIT session (four 30-s sprints) elicited neuromuscular fatigue that is both central
and peripheral in nature. The decline in voluntary activation after one session demonstrates a
deficit in the ability of the nervous system to maximally drive muscle. Whereas the significant
decline in the contractile characteristics of muscle (e.g., twitch amplitude) demonstrates
peripheral fatigue. The fatigue experienced with SIT altered MUFRs in LT units after just one
session. Low threshold MUFRs increased with fatigue at the pre and post-training time points.
This finding is novel to this type of training. With a sustained contraction and eventual fatigue,
recruitment threshold in the hand muscles will increase or remain the same (Carpentier et al.,
2001; Mettler & Griffin, 2016). The increase in MUFR in the LT motor units may be a
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compensatory mechanism to decrease the amount of HT motor units recruited. In other words,
it’s plausible that this adaptation is to “spare” the HT motor units to allow their recruitment to
occur at higher forces therefore delaying fatigue. This cannot be proven with the decomposition
technique performed for this study as it was impossible to track specific motor units over time.
Although one session of SIT was sufficient enough to induce fatigue, 3 weeks of training had no
significant effect on quadriceps force (MVC) or the fatigability experienced after a single SIT
session. SIT is an “all-out” effort, so it’s possible that the training status does not affect
fatigability and that an all-out effort will always lead to a similar decline in force output.
Previous work has demonstrated increases in quadriceps force (MVC) after two weeks of
HIIT and attributed the increase to the repetitive force being generated at high loads (MartinezValdes et al., 2017). Martinez-Valdes (2017) saw no changes in voluntary force development
similar to previous resistance training studies (Aagaard et al., 2002; Vila-Chã et al., 2010), but
suggested that HIIT was not a strong enough stimulus to elicit changes in voluntary force
development and further suggested that the high ballistic contractions associated with SIT may
induce changes in voluntary force development. We clearly demonstrated that the traditional
running SIT protocol does not affect voluntary force development after 3 weeks of training.
The discharge rates of motor units were not altered by training in this study at any
submaximal contraction level (20, 40, 50, and 60%) contradicting previous research
demonstrating HIIT alters discharge rates in high threshold motor units (≥50% MVC) (MartinezValdes et al., 2017). While it appears that changes in motor unit discharge rates do occur after
resistance training (Vila-Cha et al., 2012), and at maximal contraction levels (Kamen & Knight,
2004), or with endurance training where a maintenance or decline in discharge rates are seen
(Vila-Chã et al., 2010; Mettler & Griffin, 2016). The unique decomposition technique used to
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detect and follow motor units over time in the HIIT study (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017) allowed
a detection of changes in specific units as opposed to looking at the motor unit pool as a whole,
one of the limitations of the current study. It’s possible that 3 weeks of SIT does not alter
MUFRs and that a longer training duration is required to observe any changes. It is also possible
that regardless of an inidividuals training status or the amount of training that is performed
fatigue is inevitable following “all-out” efforts. Finally, it’s possible that MUFRs don’t change
with SIT at all, and that the firing rates are only altered with other modes of training (i.e.,
resistance training).
Other studies have reported differences in MU control properties of aerobically trained
and resistance trained individuals (Herda et al., 2015; Trevino & Herda, 2016); Specifically that
aerobically trained individuals are more likely to rely on MUFRs to “ramp up” force as
compared to resistance trained individuals. MUFR is also unaffected with an 8 week resistance
training intervention, even when improvements in MVC, muscle contractile properties, and
twitch contractile speed, are observed (Rich & Cafarelli, 2000). In the present study we note
improvements in MVC with no improvements seen in the muscle contractile properties or
MUFRs. Although the present study was shorter than the above reported studies, alterations in
MUFRs have been seen in training studies as little as two weeks (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017).
Fatigue is known to affect MUFRs and alter the firing characteristics of MUs. In the
biceps brachii, prolonged submaximal contraction inducing fatigue leads to an increase in firing
rate variability as well as decreased firing rate of the majority of MUs recruited (Garland et al.,
1994) despite the increase in overall EMG activity. In the hand (first dorsal interosseous muscle)
fatigue altered the firing rate of motor units during a contraction held at a constant level. The
MUs that were recruited at the beginning of the contraction (Low threshold units) saw a decrease
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in firing rate, while the MUs recruited later in the contraction increased in firing rate initially
followed by a decrease in firing rate (Carpentier et al., 2001). MUFRs have also been assessed
after muscular endurance training, and even with an increase in endurance time, MUFR during
fatigue did not change with training in the adductor pollicis muscle (Mettler & Griffin, 2016).
Whether an individual is endurance or resistance trained, MUFRs will decrease with a sustained
submaximal fatiguing contraction (Vila-Cha et al., 2012).
Other discharge characteristics such as doublets and MU synchronization were
investigated as possible adaptations that could occur after SIT as they’ve been known to occur
after other training regimens (Milner-Brown & Lee, 1975; Van Cutsem et al., 1998). The present
study utilized a different training technique (SIT) and a different muscle for testing (VL). We
found no changes in both the instances of doublets and the MU synchronization. It’s possible that
the VL doesn’t respond to training like the soleus and first dorsal interosseous muscles do. It’s
also possible that the mode of training doesn’t elicit similar changes in muscle as it requires far
more coordination of other muscles to sprint as opposed to focused training on one specific
muscle.
Response to training appeared to vary amongst participants, we postulated that the varied
responses could be a result of participants responding differently to training. Correlational data
although statistically insignificant revealed some interesting trends. Participants’ response to the
training protocol was either primarily aerobic (improvement in VO2max) or anaerobic
(improvement in MVC). Participants with the greatest improvement in MVC post-training had
minimal improvement in VO2max (r=0.46, p>0.05). VO2max was also negatively correlated with
twitch force (r=0.54), where individuals with the greatest improvement in twitch force had the
least improvement in VO2max (p>0.05). These correlations give rise to the possibility that SIT
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improves different systems independently depending on the individual (e.g., improving aerobic
vs. anaerobic capacity). This notion is further confirmed when looking at fatigability, defined as
a decline in maximal force-producing capacity (or the change in MVC) after a bout of SIT.
Participants with the greatest improvement in VO2max were more fatigable (r=0.61), in other
words they had the greatest decline in MVC post-fatigue (p>0.05). Finally, participants with the
greatest improvements in VO2max post-training were less fatigable (r=0.61, p>0.05).Voluntary
activation levels are lower than reported in previous studies (Newman et al., 2003; Kalmar &
Cafarelli, 2006). It’s important to note that the ability to maximally drive muscle will depend on
which muscle is being tested and how the muscle is properly isolated and stabilized (Bampouras
et al., 2017). In a young (< 30 years of age) and healthy population the expected voluntary
activation of the knee extensors is expected to be above 90% using the interpolated twitch
technique (Newman et al., 2003; Van Leeuwen et al., 2012). However, people only truly achieve
maximal activation on about 25% of their attempts (Allen et al., 1995); therefore it’s absolutely
crucial that the individual has had prior training on producing maximal contractions. Although a
familiarization session was in place to ensure participants were instructed on how to give a
maximal effort, and were also familiarized with the leg extension machine, three MVC attempts
on testing day may not have been enough to allow for the participants to give a maximal effort.
Our results differ from other studies that report increases in firing rate of HT units after
HIIT (Martinez-Valdes et al., 2017). Despite the fact that the present study differed in training
modality (SIT and not HIIT) from previously reported studies, we would argue that SIT is more
intense and similar results would be expected. The discrepancy in these findings could be due to
the small amount HT units decomposed by the Delsys system in in the present study. Although
every effort was made to ensure participants gave maximal effort during the MVCs, it’s possible
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that participants did not perform true MVCs which could explain the variability in voluntary
activation and the minimal changes seen in MUFR with training.
Another limitation was the variability in the time that it took to initiate testing after the
fatiguing protocol. The variability among participants was due to individualized responses to
SIT. Majority of the participants reported feelings of light-headedness, nausea, and headaches at
one point or another after the first few training sessions (some persisted throughout all training
sessions). One participant in the TR experienced extreme light sensitivity after SIT and had to
perform both post fatigue testing sessions with the room lights turned off. The side-effects listed
above made it very challenging to standardize the time of testing after the fatigue protocol
leading to the variability in the time it took to get participants seated into the leg extension
machine after fatigue. All participants were able to complete post-fatigue testing and recovered
from the initial side effects within 90 minutes of SIT.
To conclude, three weeks of SIT improves aerobic (VO2max) and anaerobic (peak speed,
average speed, distance travelled) parameters. SIT induces both central and peripheral fatigue
after just one session (4 x 30 s sprints). Centrally, fatigue induced by one SIT session decreased
MVC and %VA. Peripherally, fatigue induced by one SIT session decreased potentiated twitch
amplitude leading to a decrease in the rate of contraction and decrease in twitch relaxation time.
Three weeks of SIT elicits favourable increases in aerobic capacity as well as beneficial
anaerobic performance changes, but it doesn’t appear that this occurs through the neural control
of muscle.
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The present study examined the effect of SIT on both peripheral and central fatigue and
investigated the potential adaptations that would occur with this time efficient training stimulus.
The results of this study provide insight into the fatigue associated with this training technique,
but due to the short length of the present study (3 weeks), it does not appear that the stimulus
(training) had any effect on peripheral fatigue. After three weeks of training, a single bout of SIT
elicited less fatigue, suggesting that increased central drive allowed for more force to be
produced post-training/post-fatigue. Although MVC reduction with fatigue was minimized with
training, voluntary activation did not change with training, indicating that the participants ability
to maximally drive muscle under a resting or fatigued state was unaltered with training.
Voluntary activation of the quadriceps muscle group was lower in this study than in
previously reported studies that report VA > 90% (Roos et al., 1999; Newman et al., 2003;
Kalmar & Cafarelli, 2006; Van Leeuwen et al., 2012). The variability in voluntary activation is
also higher than previously reported (Roos et al., 1999; Todd et al., 2003; Kalmar & Cafarelli,
2006; Van Leeuwen et al., 2012). The ability to measure voluntary activation in muscles such as
the biceps (Todd et al., 2003), quadriceps, (Roos et al., 1999; Kalmar & Cafarelli, 2006), and
hamstrings (Kirk et al., 2018) using the twitch interpolation technique provides consistent results
of voluntary activation as one would expect to find in individuals providing maximal effort (>
90% VA with minimal variability). All neuromuscular testing was performed on a Life Fitness
leg extension machine (Rosemont, IL) that was custom fit to include a force transducer attached
to an ankle cuff. All participants were seated and a seatbelt was applied over their hips (to limit
any knee extension) and the knee joint angle was set to 90 degrees. Although participants were
provided strong verbal encouragement during all MVCs there is a possibility that participants
were not truly providing maximal efforts. The variability in VA could be attributed to the
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“maximal” voluntary contractions, if they were submaximal rather than maximal, the ramps and
all other activation dependent variables would be affected leading to a decreased ability to detect
a true change with training. One study with similar participants characteristics and sample size
showed similar VA and variability as the presenet study (Behrens et al., 2015). Voluntary
activation can vary between days for the same participant (Allen et al., 1995), therefore it may be
useful for future research to assess the decline in activation with fatigue and the percent change
in activation with training.
The levels of the ramp contracitons were dependant on the MVC being a truly maximal
effort. If the MVCs were not maximal then MUFRs may also have been affected. The level of
each ramp is set to a maximal effort, if participants were not truly maximally activating their
knee extensors then the ramps are dependant on a relative value. The MUFR data is collected
from the ramp contractions, inaccurate ramp contractions for each participants would lead to
increased variability (similar to the VA data) making it harder to detect a true change. Another
possibility is that there were less “high threshold” MUs were recruited leading to a possible
higher overall firing rate observed during submaximal ramp contractions. The higher overall
firing rate would be due to the fact that the ratio of high to low threshold units is now greater in
favour of low threshold MUs.
Other relevant physiological measures such as VO2max and anaerobic performance indices
improved with training confirming the SIT protocol was effective and inline with numerous
previous studies (Ross & Leveritt, 2001; Hazell et al., 2010; Gillen et al., 2016; Islam et al.,
2017; McKie et al., 2018). This study study confirms that running SIT provides similar aerobic
and anaerobic adaptations to previous cycling SIT studies.
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This study recruited recreationally active individuals and found minimal neuromuscular
adjustments after training, it’s possible that the best responders to this type of training are
individuals that are very active and can push themselves beyond their perceived limits. This type
of training requires an “all-out effort” a very challenging task for individuals that are not used to
giving that type of effort on a regular basis. Many of the participants reported never having given
a sustained supramaximal effort before. The purpose of this type of training is to push the limits
of the individual; it’s challenging, and taxing nature make it hard to maintain. It’s possible that
high intrinsic drive is required to keep motivated throughout the entire sprint, and during
repeated sprints to see marked improvements in the neuromuscular system.
Some of the correlations that were found show that there is a possibility that people adapt
differently to training. People will respond differently to different tests (aerobic vs. anaerobic)
indicating a more favorable adaptation occurring in one system over another. This could
demonstrate that the idea of “non-responders” to SIT does not actually exist, rather we’re not
testing people in the right setting (Gurd et al., 2016).
This study was designed such that participants gave maximal effort all the time, our
measures of maximal effort during the actual training sessions were distance travelled, peak
speed, and minimum speed. Peak speed would indicate the maximum instantaneous speed
achieved, and minimum speed would indicate the minimum instantaneous speed achieved,
although reproducible it does not confirm maximal effort throughout the sprint. However,
minimum speed confirmed that even by the end of the 30 seconds the participants were still
running. Quantifying work (force x distance) on the HiTrainer is not possible because the device
has a frictionless belt making it impossible to assess the force output. In saying that, the inability
to assess force means we also cannot assess power (force x velocity) output. Future studies
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should attempt to quantify power and have participants train at a set supramaximal (~120%)
VO2max and determine how long the participants can maintain the work that elicits the specified
VO2max. Using that, researchers can ensure participants are performing an “all-out” effort.
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Appendix A: Informed Consent Document
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
Neuromuscular adaptations to Sprint Interval Training (SIT)
You are invited to participate in a research study at Wilfrid Laurier University. The purpose of
our study is to assess neuromuscular adaptations to sprint interval training.
Student Investigator:
Name:
Samer Hassan
Institution:
Wilfrid Laurier University
Phone:
(519) 884-0710 ext. 3334
Email:
hass4080@mylaurier.ca
Supervisor:
Name:
Institution:
Phone:
Email:

Dr. Jayne Kalmar
Wilfrid Laurier University
(519) 884-0710 ext. 2033
jkalmar@wlu.ca

Co-investigator:
Name:
Dr. Tom Hazell
Institution:
Wilfrid Laurier University
Phone:
(519) 884-0710 ext. 3048
Email:
thazell@wlu.ca
INFORMATION
Twenty-eight participants (14 will train and 14 will act as controls) will take part in this research
study. The aim of our study is to investigate neural adaptations that occur with sprint interval
training. Sprint interval training has been shown to induce similar adaptations to endurance
training with a decrease in overall work time during the actual exercise bouts. We still don’t
know the effects of sprint interval training on the neuromuscular system and firing patterns of the
nerves that activate the muscle. The experiment will take place in Dr. Kalmar’s Exercise
Neurophysiology Laboratory (NC119) in the Northdale Campus building and the training will
take place at Dr. Hazell’s Energy Metabolism Research Laboratory also in the Northdale
Campus building at Wilfrid Laurier University, which is located on the corner of Hickory Street
and Hazel Street. Upon arrival, you can dial the lab extension (3334) from the outdoor keypad at
the main entrance and a member of the laboratory will meet you there at the entrance.
The researchers will randomly allot participants into either the training group or control group. If
you are put into the control group but wished to complete a training protocol, you may request to
have your name and contact information added to a list to keep you informed of future training
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studies you may be eligible for. If you are unable to complete the training study, you have the
right to withdraw at any time. If you wish to participate in this study, you will be asked to come
to the lab to complete the following:
Orientation day:
The first day that you visit our laboratory will be an orientation day. During this orientation
session you will be introduced to the techniques employed in this study (nerve stimulation and
intramuscular recordings). You will also get to practice running on the HiTrainer and familiarize
yourself with the device and to get a measurement for the settings for all future sessions
(approximately 30 minutes).
Baseline pre and post testing days (2 days, ~30 minutes):
Prior to beginning the training and after the 3 weeks of training are complete (or after 3 weeks
without training for the controls), you will come to Dr. Hazell’s lab to perform baseline testing
consisting of:
1. A treadmill test to determine your aerobic fitness level (VO2max test)
2. A 30 second sprint on the treadmill to determine average sprint speed and time to peak
sprinting speed.
Neuromuscular testing days (2 days, ~2 hours/day):
You will come in on the first training day and perform a pre-test, a SIT training bout, and then a
post-test. Following 3 weeks of training, you will once again perform a pre-test, a SIT training
bout, and then a post-test. If you are in the control group, you only have to come in on the
first day and the last day with a 3-week period in between. You will be notified of which
group you are in after baseline testing. Fatigue will be experienced with training and repeated
sprints on the HiTrainer.
Training days (3x/week for 3 weeks, ~ 30 minutes per day, completed only by the training
group)
First Testing Day: Four 30 second intervals separated by 240s period of rest
Week 1: Four 30 second intervals separated by 240s period of rest
Week 2: Five 30 second intervals separated by 240s period of rest
Week 3: Six 30 second intervals separated by 240s period of rest
Final Testing Day: Four 30 second intervals separated by 240s period of rest
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Time Commitment Summary
Control Group: If you are in the control group, you will NOT be training. You will only come
into the lab 5 times.
Orientation day (~30 minutes)
Speed and Endurance testing day prior to week 1 (~1 hour)
Neuromuscular testing day week 1 (~2 hours)
Neuromuscular testing day week 3 (~2 hours)
Speed and Endurance re-testing day after week 3 (~1 hour)
Training Group: If you are in the training group, you will train 3x/week for four weeks and
will come to the lab a total of 19 times.
Orientation day (~30 minutes)
Speed and Endurance testing day after week 4 day prior to week 1 (~1 hour)
Neuromuscular testing day week 1 (~ 2 hours)
10 training sessions (~20-30 mins per session)
Neuromuscular testing day week 3 (~2 hours)
Speed and Endurance re-testing day after week 4 day after week 3 (~1 hour)
Experimental Procedures
Neuromuscular testing procedure:
We use several procedures to assess neuromuscular function before and after training, these
include:
1. Electrical nerve stimulation
a. Electrodes will be attached to the skin over a nerve in your leg and when
stimulated it will cause muscles in your leg to contract. This procedure involves a
brief (0.2 µs) electrical stimulus will be applied to the skin over a peripheral nerve
via a constant-current stimulator to elicit an involuntary muscle "twitch". This is
similar to the electrical stimulation that you may have experienced in a therapy
clinic or an undergraduate physiology teaching lab. This stimulation has minimal
risks, which are stated in the “risks” section below
2. Surface electromyography (sEMG) and force recordings:
a. The surface of the skin where the electrode will be placed is wiped with gauze
containing isopropyl alcohol to ensure the skin is clean. The electrode then has
conductive gel applied to the surface of it and fixed to the skin with
hypoallergenic adhesive tape. The surface EMG records electrical activity within
the muscle from the surface of the skin.
b. The force recordings are measured on a leg extension machine similar to one you
may see at the athletic complex, but the machine only records isometric
contractions with the knee at 90 degrees.
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The muscular recording procedures and force recordings are safe and have been used routinely in
research settings for more than 40 years; however, some participants may find them unpleasant.
If you find these procedures uncomfortable, you may withdraw from the study at any time. The
first day that you visit our laboratory will be an orientation day to familiarize you with these
procedures.
Initials________
RISKS
The electrical stimulation applied to the mixed nerve through a constant current stimulator will
cause an involuntary muscle “twitch” in the target muscle. You may find this stimulation
unpleasant; however, constant current stimulation is a noninvasive procedure that does not cause
damage to the nerve or other tissues.
The initial insertion of the intramuscular electrodes may be associated with a stinging sensation
due to the alcohol used to clean your skin. There is also a remote risk of infection with the
insertion of intramuscular electrodes. To reduce this risk, the needles and electrodes are sterilized
using an autoclave and your skin is prepared with alcohol. The researcher will also be wearing
non-latex gloves during the protocol. Needles and electrodes are never reused.
There occasionally may be localized bruising (<0.5cm diameter) around the site of electrode
insertion similar to what you might observe following a blood test. This bruising subsides within
48 hours and is not typically associated with any discomfort.
There is a possibility of mild muscle soreness and/or fatigue typical of an exercise session. You
may feel some discomfort due to the intensity of the training typical of strenuous physical
exertion, as you are required to perform the training and testing sessions with maximal effort.
BENEFITS
The potential benefits of your participation in this study include an improvement in your exercise
capacity using a novel, time-efficient training modality as well gain a better understanding of
your cardiorespiratory fitness. Results from this study will further our understanding of the
neural adaptations to sprint interval training.
EXCLUSION CRITERIA
1. If you currently have or had a chronic knee or lower leg injury or any condition that is
exacerbated with exercise training you may not participate in the study.
2. Individuals with neurological conditions that would confound our data are not eligible to
participate in this study.
3. All potential participants must complete a Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire
(PAR-Q) as well as an exclusion criteria checklist to determine eligibility.
CONFIDENTIALITY
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All data collected in this study will be stored indefinitely in NC119 and will only be accessible
by the investigators. All measures will be taken to ensure your privacy and all your data will be
coded and identified by a participation code. Group results will be submitted for publishing in
various research journals. Individual results will remain completely confidential and not
published to ensure your privacy.
COMPENSATION
To compensate you for your participation you will receive $25.00 for the initial neuromuscular
testing day and $25.00 for the final neuromuscular testing day for a total of $50.00 upon
completion of this study.
Participants in the training group will not be paid to train, but will have access to a specialized
sprint interval training program and will experience cardiovascular and metabolic benefits
associated with this type of training.
CONTACT
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the
researcher or supervisor.
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics Board. If you
feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a
participant in research have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact Dr.
Robert Basso, Chair, University Research Ethics Board, Wilfrid Laurier University, (519) 8841970, extension 5462 or rbasso@wlu.ca.
Initials________
PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without penalty. If
you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and
without loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
FEEDBACK AND PUBLICATION
The results will be presented for completion of the graduate thesis project and at various
scientific conferences. We will also be making submissions to appropriate scientific journal, such
as Journal of Applied Physiology or Applied Physiology, Nutrition, and Metabolism.
If you wish, you may receive a brief summary of the findings of this study after it is completed.
If you would like to receive a summary of the results, please email Samer Hassan at
hass4080@mylaurier.ca after July 2017.
CONSENT
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I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I agree
to participate in this study.
Participant's signature____________________________________ Date _________________
Investigator's signature___________________________________ Date _________________
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Appendix B: Screening Questionnaires
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Additional Exclusion Criteria and Participant Information Form
Participant: _____________

Age: ___________

Date: _______________________

Please circle yes or no for the following activities and medical conditions listed below. If
you are unsure about answering any question, please discuss your concerns with the
primary investigator.
Neurological disorder

YES

NO

Any lower body injury made worse with exercise

YES

NO

ACL injury or repair

YES

NO

Recent head injury

YES

NO

Ergogenic aids (sport supplements)

YES

NO

Smoking

YES

NO

Caffeine consumption
If “YES” how often (per day): ________________

YES

NO

On average, how many times do you go to the gym per week?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
What type of exercise do you do on a regular basis (weekly), and at what intensity?
(circle all that apply) refer to additional exercise sheets.
Resistance (e.g. free weights, and/or machines)
Intensity of workout:

Light

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

Endurance (e.g. treadmill, and/or stationary bike)
Intensity of workout:

Light

Please indicate the average duration of your workouts:

_______________________________
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